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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the most promising technologies in the era of information technology. IoT enables

ubiquitous data collections and network communications to bring significant and indispensable convenience and intelligence

both to daily life and industrial operations. However, IoT is still confronting a number of challenges and manifesting a series

of issues that need to be addressed urgently. Counterfeit hardware, software faults, security issues during communication,

system management difficulties, and data privacy issues are significant issues for current IoT infrastructure. Meanwhile,

blockchain, as an emerging information technology, has attracted huge public interest and has shown significant promise

because of its decentralization, transparency, and security. The features of blockchain seem to be an ideal match for IoT,

and by applying blockchain to an IoT environment, some of the aforementioned weaknesses can be addressed. This paper’s

purpose is to introduce the use of blockchain in IoT applications. We present various challenges facing an IoT system and

summarize the benefits of adopting blockchain into IoT infrastructure. We primarily focus on illustrating the blockchain

applications in IoT with refined capabilities and enhanced security. To shed light on blockchain in IoT research, we also

discuss limitations and future directions.
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1 Introduction

Because of the rapid development of the Internet of Things

(IoT), the number of devices connected to the Internet has

grown at an unprecedented rate. The concept of IoT is to

allow various types of devices to collect and exchange data

through the network, which includes not only computers

and smart phones but also cars, dishwashers, televisions,

and other common household appliances connected to the

Internet. A recent report from Gartner indicates that 8.4

billion connected things were in use in 2017, and that
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the number will reach 20.4 billion by 2020 [81]. Besides

the massive number of devices that can be deployed, IoT

also stands to open huge business prospects for various

organizations, where over 800 billion dollars revenue would

be generated by 2020 [18]. However, the large scale and

heterogeneity of IoT are increasing the difficulties in design

and management [211].

To address the challenges and limitations of imple-

menting IoT infrastructure, an holistic technical evolution

and innovation is necessary. Even though new standards,

lightweight protocols, and novel frameworks have been pro-

posed, some of the challenges of IoT remain unsolved.

Service providers, device manufactures, customers, and

researchers are seeking solutions to emerging problems in

IoT, particularly those associated with addressing security at

acceptable performance. Since the emergence of blockchain

technology, certain classes of problems associated with IoT

may be settled through the use of a reliable, distributed

ledger technology. In the past 3 years, blockchain has

attracted explosive public interest because of its distributed,

decentralized, and transparent nature. We assert here that

blockchain can be used to help IoT solve and bypass many

of its perceived and identified limitations.

In this paper, we present an overview of IoT challenges

in system design, data management, device management,
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service management, and security. Then, we demonstrate

how blockchain can potentially help to address these limi-

tations. To give an overview of the background, we perform

a comprehensive review of blockchain technology. In addi-

tion, we illustrate blockchain usage in IoT within agricul-

ture, energy, healthcare, industrial, smart city, smart home,

and transportation domains. Since blockchain appears to

be suitable to improve aspects of security for IoT, we

analyze and discuss the use of blockchain for IoT access

control, data assurance, counter tampering, key manage-

ment, and trust. This paper also describes and summa-

rizes the challenges and limitations of using blockchain in

IoT. We discuss the form, fit, and function of blockchain

for IoT, such as practical implementation cost, through-

put and latency problems, on-chain security concerns, and

maintenance and regulation issues. Furthermore, we inves-

tigate research trends and future roadmaps with regard to

blockchain optimization for IoT applications.

1.1 IoT Challenges and Limitations

Although IoT architecture, protocols, and middleware

enable different types of devices to connect and com-

municate, its heterogeneity and scalability cause certain

issues. For instance, some resource-constrained devices

cannot afford the overhead of typical registration, commu-

nication, and authentication protocols. To interoperate with

these devices, resource-rich devices need to downgrade their

protocols to a lightweight version so that all the devices

can communicate and operate in a new, uniform manner.

However, the security of such lightweight communication

protocols and schemes face challenges [19, 210]. There-

fore, when a large number of devices carry and transmit

personal and sensitive data with weak security guarantees,

counterfeit hardware, software malfunction, communication

privacy, system management, and data storage create a new

series of challenges for an IoT system.

As shown in Fig. 1, the challenges to implement IoT

infrastructure can broadly be classified into five categories:

system design, data management, device management,

service management, and security [19, 21, 31, 52, 88, 210].

1. System design: From a single device perspective, the

underlying embedded system needs to support efficient,

reliable, and robust data collection and data trans-

mission. Particularly for resource-constrained devices,

a streamlined operating system (OS) and customized

firmware are almost always needed to ensure these

tiny devices can operate properly [33, 69, 122]. For

the overall IoT system, the device needs to satisfy

the requirements of availability, scalability, flexibility

and cost efficiency. In addition, for various application

domains, multiple factors need to be considered, includ-

ing quality of service, latency, redundancy, mobility,

and security. Generally, most IoT systems are designed

on centralized architectures such that no matter how the

underlying Machine to Machine (M2M) communica-

tions [198] and middleware communications (Gateway

to Gateway) are handled, the system is connected to and

managed by central (cloud) servers. Though the cur-

rent paradigm works properly, the foreseeable growth

of big data and IoT triggers the need for decentralized

solutions.

2. Data management: Whether text, audio, video, dis-

crete, and/or stream, IoT data is generated by a variety

of devices and is likely to have inconsistent formats

and semantics. Managing the large volume of heteroge-

neous data introduces a series of technical challenges.

Data generated by digital sensors, automobiles, and

electrical meters require processing (pruning, compres-

sion, labeling) before it can be used and stored, which

is a non-trivial cost of processing power. After the data

is collected and processed, another hard requirement is

to provide data storage for the massive amount of data.
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Actually, few organizations and enterprises are able to

house all the IoT data collected from their networks

[118]. Centralized data storage requires and relies on

bandwidth and availability; migrating to distributed and

decentralized storage may be a better option. To extract

valuable information from stored data, appropriate data

mining tools that are able to couple with big data are

needed; however, data mining techniques against image

and video data are another problem [118].

3. Device management: Managing a massive number of

devices presents a further challenge. Besides the person

power needed for the devices’ deployment, the nam-

ing and addressing scheme of devices is also a concern.

Millions of devices consume a large address space in the

IPv4 context, and additional hardware/software support

may be needed to enable IPv6 (e.g., ipv6EtherShield

for Arduino platform “https://forum.arduino.cc/index.

php?topic=106909.0”). Alternatively, some devices are

only networked with local-area, low-power networks

such as Zigbee and Bluetooth [25, 43]; still others may

use even lower power, lower security networking proto-

cols. Once device deployment is finished, another issue

arises: how to keep the security credentials, firmware,

and software on the devices up to date. Generally, a

traceable, auditable, manageable, and reliable main-

tenance mechanism is critical for the infrastructure’s

operations; however, traditional methods cannot fulfill

the requirements. Although some over-the-air (OTA)

maintenance approaches are available [50, 112], their

reliability and efficiency are still arguably low [36].

4. Service management: An IoT service provider may

require careful consideration and strict configurations

before granting customers direct access to such

resources. This concern is based on infrastructure

security. On the contrary, if all the available services

are fully abstracted, exposed, and managed by the

service provider, then customers need to query the

service provider for any services of interest and are

not able to discover the detail of the data source.

The usage of services is based on the trust between

the infrastructure’s owner and customers. Therefore,

a method to provide transparent and reliable service

discovery and usage is required. Beyond that, the

purchase of services also needs to be resolved.

Instead of manually buying certain amounts of data

or resources, a thing-to-thing data purchase would

be more economical and efficient and automatically

enable the devices to compensate and/or reimburse

each other for services without any human interaction.

Traditional payment methods are insufficient to handle

these massive numbers of micro-transactions because of

the limited capacity and high transaction costs [135]

.

5. Security: Security is always a major concern of modern

network systems, especially for an IoT system, because

of the manifold security issues observed on both the

hardware and software levels. As mentioned above, tiny

and inexpensive resource-constrained devices occupy

a large portion of the IoT network. Unfortunately, the

characteristics of low-power, small-memory, limited

processing capability, and low-cost devices also imply

the strong potential for vulnerabilities.

For instance, power constraints also limit encryption

functionality, which leads to poorly encrypted commu-

nication or no encryption at all [191]. (Furthermore,

encryption replaces the problem of data privacy with

the complexity of key management for net added secu-

rity.) The hardware deficits not only confine device

capabilities but also incur potential risks:

– Counterfeit hardware: The risk of infiltrating coun-

terfeit devices in IoT infrastructure has been

observed in recent years. A report from Bor-

derhawk mentioned that a steady stream unusual

network traffic originated from a counterfeit IoT

remote power manager [192]. It was estimated

that the counterfeit devices have been installed

by thousands of energy companies. In addition,

the recent hardware hack reported by Bloomberg

shows how the counterfeit hardware can create a

stealth doorway into the network and compromise

the security of an information system [160]. As

most IoT devices are small, simple, and expensive

to manufacture, it can be easy for an adversary

to counterfeit a popular piece of hardware. Since

most of the devices are manufactured in limited

trust environments without sufficient regulations

(and then are distributed through supply chains

without reliable supervising), counterfeit hardware

is on the rise. Though some cloud manufacturing

approaches have been proposed to provide on-

demand, manageability, traceability support [183,

184, 200], the manufacturing process still needs the

participation of a centralized platform. The reliabil-

ity of supervision can provide the trustworthiness

of devices, and the blockchain can be the perfect

candidate for providing that support.

– Device authentication: Limited processing capa-

bility and insufficient memory space also cause

problems in device authentication. Since encryp-

tion and digital signature are expensive for

resource-constrained devices, lightweight yet reli-

able authentication solutions are needed. Recently,

much work related to radio frequency identification

(RFID) [76] and physically unclonable functions
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(PUF) [93, 178] indicate the feasibility of energy-

efficient, low-cost, and secure authentication for an

IoT scheme. However, the deployment and man-

agement of such IDs face challenges as well [110].

Generally, it is inconvenient for both customers

and manufacturers to track or maintain the IDs of

devices. During system deployment, an administra-

tor needs to solve the issue of how to store and

protect the identities. Centralized identity manage-

ment may confront the single point failure, which

would cause the failed authentication or identity

leak.

– Device communication: To achieve the best-quality

transmission, such as Transmission Control Proto-

col (TCP) [106], it is necessary to provide high

device resources. Handshakes and re-transmissions

impose heavy loads for devices with limited pro-

cessing resources and cause bandwidth conges-

tion. In the past few years, several new proto-

cols and standards that aim to offer lightweight,

efficient, and secure communication for IoT have

been proposed [21]. For example, CoAP is already

widely used and tested by industry and academic

researchers. However, the security of such proto-

cols is still not guaranteed [158].

– Data privacy: Data privacy and user preference

need immediate attention, as personal and sensitive

data spread in the IoT networks [19, 210]. First,

data access needs a reliable and flexible control that

ensures no one can touch or leak others’ personal

data. Second, user preferences, such as device

ownerships, device configurations, and specific

policies need to be managed in a secure manner.

The customer should be able to easily and smoothly

obtain the data, change the preferences, or stop the

services on his/her demand, all in such a way that

no one could eavesdrop on, delay, or interrupt this

procedure.

Despite the fact that IoT possesses a variety of attractive

capabilities and has bright prospects, its limitations and

challenges cannot be ignored. The aforementioned context

only presents the issues briefly, and there are many

solutions and methods proposed elsewhere to deal with

these problems without using blockchain. However, the

detailed descriptions of these solutions are out of the scope

of this paper. This paper focuses on how to use blockchain

technology to address some of the limitations of IoT.

Note that even if the blockchain is integrated with IoT as

discussed here, there is no perfect solution at this stage and

not all the aforementioned issues in IoT can be solved using

blockchain.

1.2 Blockchain Technology

The concept of blockchain originated from the cryptocur-

rency system Bitcoin, which was introduced by Satoshi

Nakamoto in 2008 [146]. The fundamental features include

hash-based block structure, a consensus algorithm (e.g.,

Proof-of-Work (PoW), Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [145]), and

decentralized architecture. Advanced functionality such as

the smart contract is supported by certain blockchains [28,

196]. Recently, blockchain as a distributed ledger system

that can provide global data integrity and transparency

is gaining increasing attention since data is the key fac-

tor of all modern systems. Both industrial and academic

researchers are working toward the appropriate use of

blockchain technology. Generally, blockchain can be used to

enhance service transparency and availability. For instance,

applications of blockchain-based identity providers, voting

systems, financial services, and supply chain management

have already emerged [150].

Blockchain applied IoT infrastructure (BIoT) is one

of the other feasible uses of blockchain, which also has

tremendous potential. Some companies and organizations

have already started to investigate BIoT. For instance, IBM

has integrated the Watson IoT Platform with blockchain,

which ensures the transparency of provenance, operational,

and maintenance records [105]. Airbnb has also heavily

invested in blockchain research for addressing different IoT

implementations, (e.g., the door to a rented home would

be locked/unlocked when a user completed the payment

to the owner over a blockchain [138]). The reason to

consider adopting blockchain into IoT is that blockchain

provides effective ways to address the constraints of IoT. A

discussion of how blockchain can help IoT is depicted in the

Table 1. Generally, blockchain offers reliability, scalability,

and transparency for IoT and enhances the performance

and security of the system. Investigating the fusion of

blockchain and IoT can lead to a more effective and secure

IoT scheme, which matches the expectations of most users

and researchers.

1.3 Motivation and Contribution

There is an urgent need to point out all different challenges

and provide guidance for future research on the seamless

integration of IoT and blockchain. This paper aims to

demonstrate the feasibility and current status of BIoT by

reviewing related research off the past few years.
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Table 1 How blockchain can address IoT challenges

IoT challenges How can blockchain help

System design: hierarchy-centralized IoT architecture has scalabil-
ity, throughput, and security limitations

Blockchain can help to build up a decentralized IoT system that can
overcome some of the constraints. The P2P communication scheme
of blockchain is an ideal match for IoT. Efficient, reliable, robust,
and scalable IoT system can be operated over the blockchain.

Data management: need distributed and reliable data storage A blockchain system can be used to provide auditable data storage
for an IoT environment and also can be used as an additional layer
of cloud storage to provide data integrity guarantees.

Device management: difficulty of large-scale deployment and
maintenance

Blockchain can help to maintain the security credentials, firmware,
and applications on the devices in a reliable and efficient manner.

Service management: inefficient service discovery, indirect device
usage, lack of flexibility in payment methods

Blockchain enables decentralized and automatic service discovery,
allowing the reliable direct access to the IoT resources where the
security and efficiency can be balanced. Blockchain also supports
microtransactions among IoT devices.

Security: counterfeit problem, lack of communication security, data
privacy concerns.

A blockchain system can provide reliable provenance tracking
for IoT devices to solve the counterfeit problem. Refined access
management, data assurance, and data privacy are also introduced
by blockchain-based IoT solutions.

There already exists a few work that surveys blockchain

into IoT [53, 55, 75, 77, 103, 111, 115]. The main

contribution of our work is to provide a comprehensive

analysis of blockchain in IoT, which covers not only

the concepts but also all different applications and their

security concerns. Compared with the previous works, our

contributions are summarized as follows:

– We present a detailed taxonomy of different types of

blockchains in this paper. A clear and straight for-

ward overview of blockchain applications in different

domains are also described in detail.

– We analyze and introduce up-to-date blockchain-based

IoT applications and implementations. We explain and

illustrate how blockchain could enhance different IoT

applications.

– We systematically discuss the use of blockchain to

enhance IoT security. Methods of using blockchain to

enhance security (both hardware and software) in IoT

scenarios are presented as well.

– The challenges and limitations of using blockchain in

IoT applications are analyzed. The potential solutions

and related works that were proposed to overcome the

limitations are summarized as well.

– The blockchain in IoT research trend is analyzed in

detail and the future roadmap is also presented.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We

present a systematic overview of blockchain in Section 2.

We investigate the blockchain applications in IoT in

Section 3. We introduce the use of blockchain for IoT

security in Section 4. We discuss challenges and limitations

in Section 5. We also summarize and elicit the research

roadmap of blockchain for IoT in Section 6. Finally, we

conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Blockchain

Blockchain is a distributed ledger system running over

a peer-to-peer (P2P) network [165]. It aims to provide

reliable and traceable data, as well as value exchange among

untrusted entities without involving a centralized third party

The concept of blockchain was first introduced by Satoshi

Nakamoto in the groundbreaking Bitcoin paper, which was

originally proposed to solve the double-spending problem

in digital currency systems (“https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/

Double-spending”). The success of Bitcoin triggered rapid

development and public interest in blockchain technology.

Particularly in the past 2years, the explosive appreciation

of cryptocurrency has made blockchain a new technical

“hot topic.” Note that the cryptocurrency system is not

fully equivalent to blockchain, as a cryptocurrency system

always consists of blockchain, protocol, and currency [180].

Blockchain is actually a tool to build up the cryptocurrency

system. Although blockchain is designed for cryptocurrency

systems and transaction recording, blockchain now can be

applied into various fields as it evolves. To introduce the

functionality of blockchain and how to apply blockchain

into IoT, the following subsections describe its fundamental

characteristics.

2.1 Basic Concepts

The basic idea of blockchain is to collaborate on recording

information, in such a way that the participants in the
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network do not trust each other [146]. A public, auditable

ledger helps provide verification and accountability for

data [148]. Whenever an entity initiates a transaction, a

group of “volunteer recorders” start to write down this new

transaction in their own local ledger. And after a period of

time, a selected ledger from these recorders, which contains

a set of transactions, will be verified and attached to the

public ledger [214]. The recorders are known as miners in

the blockchain systems. The local ledgers owned by the

recorders are known as data blocks. The algorithm used to

select a block to attach to the main public ledger is called a

consensus algorithm, and the public ledger formed by these

selected data blocks is called the blockchain [214].

This whole procedure is protected by digital signatures;

that is, each transaction is digitally signed using the private

key of the sender [146]. As a result, the validity and integrity

of a single transaction are guaranteed. The integrity of the

entire blockchain is ensured with hash computations. To

encourage miners, coins are assigned to them as a reward

once they successfully append a block to the ledger [72].

2.2 Blockchain Transaction

The transaction is the minimum, fundamental data unit in

the blockchain, which represents the action triggered by a

participant [214]. To initiate a transaction, the participant

needs to associate the transaction with the cryptography

credentials. Each participant in the blockchain network

holds a pair of public and private keys. By applying a

series of hashing and encoding functions on the public

key, a short and unique address is generated as the public

address of the participant (as depicted in Fig. 2). Normally,

the transaction contains the address of the sender and

receiver, and it is signed by the sender’s private key. Once

a participant initiates a transaction, it needs to broadcast the

transaction to its connected peers, and the peers that receive

this transaction will continuously relay the transaction to

subsequent peers (more details of the block/transaction

propagation can be found in [124]. Each transaction and

the block that contains all transactions are verified by

the miners, and a valid transaction is not approved and
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executed until specific requirements are satisfied (such

as a certain amount of proof of work in Bitcoin, the

transaction is approved until 6 blocks are appended which

is a countermeasure to the double spending) [41].

2.3 Blockchain Structure

In a typical blockchain system such as Bitcoin or Ethereum,

miners add valid transactions to a block, and a Merkle Root

[139] is created for all these transactions as a digest or

fingerprint [146]. As shown in the Fig. 2, a block header

contains the hash of the previous block header, timestamp,

a nonce, and the Merkle root of the transactions in the

current block. All the blocks are connected in the form of a

linked list, which is a type of data structure in which each

data element contains a link to its successor or predecessor.

As the whole network works on the same single chain,

for a certain period of time, only a limited number of

transactions can be validated by the newly generated block

[72]. Thus, the block generation interval and the block size

determine the transaction verification speed. For example,

Bitcoin can append a new block with block size 1 MB every

10 min, which yields 3–7 transactions verified per second

[72, 193].

Instead of packing a group of transactions into a block

and forming a chain in a linked list, another blockchain

structure has been proposed that is based on the concept

of directed acylic graph (DAG). In the model of DAG

blockchain, there is no need to encapsulate transactions into

a block, and each transaction may represent a data point

in the DAG. A notable DAG-based blockchain structure

is Tangle, which was designed by IOTA [1]. In Tangle,

one needs to verify two previous transactions and link

the new transaction with the previous two to append a

new transaction. An example of two types of blockchain

structure is shown in Fig. 3. In the linked list blockchain,

a certain number of transactions can be appended to the

blockchain in a time interval. However, in a high transaction

rate scenario, not all the transactions can be added, as

with the transactions with red Tx tags in Fig. 3a. On the

other hand, transactions and blocks can be appended to the

blockchain in a flexible and efficient manner by using a

DAGbased structure. As shown in Fig. 3b, the transactions

with red Tx tags can also be added to the chain.

2.4 Consensus Algorithm

Regardless of what structure is used in the blockchain, a

consensus algorithm is always needed to ensure fairness and

security. The consensus algorithm is a required verification

step for adding transaction records to the public ledger.

As mentioned above, a new generated block is actually a

selected ledger from all the miners; thus, a mechanism is

needed to make all the miners reach the consensus about

the selection. Note that this selection must not be biased

in any sense. In an ideal model, every miner’s ledger (in

the processing block) should have the same chance to be

selected. However, one could run multiple nodes to increase

the possibility to be picked in the case of random selection.

An attacker that controls a large number of nodes can

practically manipulate the selection procedure. To prevent

this, several algorithms emerged:

Fig. 3 Blockchain structures: a

linked list–based blockchain
[28, 146] b DAG-based
blockchain [1, 39, 177]
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– Proof of Work (PoW): In the PoW system, all miners

compete to finish a computational resource–intensive

task, and the first one that solves the task can append

the current block to the public ledger. For example,

the PoW in the Bitcoin system requires finding a

nonce such that the hash of the current block header

(including the nonce) is less than a specific value.

This method improves security since the consumption

of computational power increases the cost of selection

participation, and once the computational puzzle is

solved, all the other nodes can verify the answer easily.

However, the drawback is the waste of resources: except

for the winner of the mining, all the work of other

nodes is simply wasted [203]. Note that all nodes in the

blockchain system cannot participate in the mining due

to excessive computational overhead.

– Proof of Stake (PoS): The PoS is an alternative

consensus algorithm that requires less computational

power than the PoW does. Instead of proving a

certain amount of work has been done, miners must

prove ownership of a certain amount of stake in the

blockchain system. Ownership of the stake creates an

implementation challenge, if a node does not own a

certain amount of stake thus it can never be involved in

the miner selection process. As a result, the wealthiest

nodes can always control the blockchain. To address

this issue, several variants of PoS have been proposed.

For instance, in the Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS)

[42], stakeholders do not verify and append blocks by

themselves but select a group of delegates to perform

the block validating. Coin age, which was introduced

by Peercoin (“https://peercoin.net/”), includes stake

holding time as an additional measurement. Although

PoS is more efficient compared with PoW, it is still not

widely deployed: it occupies less than 2% of the market

capitalization of existing digital currencies [123].

– Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT): The Byzantine Gen-

erals Problem [116] describes a conceptual situation

that needs to reach a consensus among several gen-

erals. Blockchain can be considered a solution to this

problem since it provides a consensus among remote

and untrusted peers. However, solutions already existed

before the blockchain was introduced. In addition, these

solutions can be used as the consensus algorithm in

blockchain, i.e., in the Practical Byzantine Fault Toler-

ance (PBFT) [48]. Each new block is selected when it is

supported by more than 2/3 of nodes. Note that the reli-

able consensus can always be reached unless more than

1/3 of the network is compromised by the adversary.

Note that various consensus algorithms exist today,

including Tendermint [109], XRP Ledger Consensus used

by Ripple [61], SCP used by Stellar [137], Ouroboros from

Cardan [60], Algorand proposed by Yossi et al. [83], and

so on. In this article, we mention the details only for the

mainstream algorithms. Interested readers can get detailed

information from the aforementioned references.

2.5 Smart Contract

A smart contract is an automated agreement enforced

by tamper-proof execution of computer code [54]. In the

context of blockchain, smart contracts are scripts stored on

the blockchain system that enable users to have general-

purpose computations occur on the chain [53]. These

scripts can be triggered and executed autonomously when

certain conditions are satisfied. For example, a contract can

be used to provide automatic currency exchange service

that transfers a certain number of coins to some units

of specific tokens. Smart contracts can be applied to

various fields, including B2B international transfers, central

clearing, mortgages, and crowd funding [181]. Note that few

blockchains (e.g., Ethereum [28] and HyperLedger [26])

support smart contracts.

2.6 Network Type

Based on how the data is managed and accessed in the

blockchain system, we can classify the blockchain into two

types: permissionless and permissioned blockchain. In a

permissionless blockchain, a participant can join the net-

work without any approval or registration, and all the nodes

can initiate or verify transactions. On the other hand, access

to the network is permissioned, and the operations needed

to perform or verify transactions be also under administra-

tor control in a permissioned blockchain. Examples of both

permissionless and permissioned blockchains are depicted

in Fig. 4.

2.7 Security

A blockchain system is vulnerable to an adversary if he

or she controls 51% of the computational resources. This

attack is known as a 51% attack, especially applicable to

the PoW blockchain. If an adversary possesses more than

51% of the computational power of a blockchain system,

he or she can control the blockchain and generate valid

blocks faster than the rest of the network. Although it

seems impossible to perform the 51% attack on a widely

used blockchain like Bitcoin and Ethereum, the attacks

have been successfully executed on some other blockchains.

Recently, the cryptocurrency Verge (“https://vergecurrency.

com/”) suffered several rounds of 51% attacks that caused

over $1.7 million dollars to be stolen [17]. At least $18

million has been falsified from Bitcoin Gold in another 51%

attack [10]. Those lesser-known blockchains do not have
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sufficient overall computational power; thus the attacker

could easily rent computational resources from the market

[14] to launch the 51% attack.

PoS-based blockchain systems seem to perform better

against 51% attacks because they rely on the idea that the

higher stake holders have less interest and motivation to

attack the chain, since the attack could risk the value of

their stake. However, PoS systems confront the problem of

Nothing at Stake (NaS): to maximize profit, a stakeholder

can mine and verify multiple conflicting blocks without

risking their stake [123].

3 Blockchain Applications in IoT

To overview the blockchain and blockchain applications,

we need to create a taxonomy and a summary. Although

various metrics can be used for a taxonomy of blockchains,

such as the amount and existence of transaction fee, what

state channel is used, and whether a native currency system

is enabled, blockchain systems are typically categorized

based on either consensus algorithms or network access

types [180, 185, 201, 213] because these two attributes

determine the network access and underlying mechanism of

the blockchain. Here, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we perform

a comprehensive and visualized taxonomy of blockchain

systems based on these two factors in the inner circular

area with a red boundary. We also describe blockchain

applications in various fields in the peripheral blocks.

The consensus algorithms can be broadly classified into

four types—PoW, PoS, BFT, and others (described in

Section 2.4). All these four types are shown in the 2nd

ring of Fig. 4. The 3rd ring describes the network type

of blockchain systems, it could be either persimmisoned

or permissonless. Note that, blockchain systems with all

these four types of consensus algorithms could be either

permissioned or permissionless. For example, multichain

is a PoW-based permissioned blockchain, shown in the

4th ring. On the other hand, Bitcoin is a PoW-based

permissioned blockchain. HyperLedger is a BFT-based

permissionless blockchain. The last (e.g., 5th) ring consists

of application and implementation examples of blockchain

in various domains. For example, blockchain can be used to

provide farm monitoring in agriculture, drug management

in healthcare, asset management in financial services,

etc.

From a IoT perspective, blockchain is a promising

technology that can offer multidimensional reinforcements

for the IoT infrastructure. As mentioned in Section 1.3,

blockchain can contribute to the following aspects:
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– Service management: As we know, the native and fun-

damental component of blockchain is the transaction,

and the transaction-based blockchain architecture can

help with the IoT service payment, which also enables

IoT objects to perform real-time, automatic, and micro-

transactions in a M2M manner. The concept and a case

study of the blockchain-based IoT trading and business

model are illustrated in [135, 208]. Using blockchain

not only eliminates the need for human interaction but

also decreases the cost of developing a payment model

for specific services. Meanwhile, blockchain architec-

ture can help to provide service and name discovery in

the IoT system [62]. The proposed blockchains can be

abstracted into multiple layers: the service regulators

layer (government, organizations), the service providers

layer, and the users layer. The regulator layer defines

services and, for each service, corresponding service

providers act as blockchain peers inside this layer. Sim-

ilarly, all the devices used for a particular service are

registered as blockchain peers in the service provider

layer. At the user layer, one could discover, locate, pay

for, and access a service without knowing IP or MAC

addresses of the related devices. In short, blockchain

enables the reliable regulating, payment, and logging

for the IoT services.

– Device management: As the system owner needs to

deploy and maintain a large number of objects with

appropriate network and software configurations, the

management of all these devices in the IoT system

is challenging. Samaniego [162] and Sharma et al.

[172] introduced the design of combining blockchain

and software-defined networking (SDN) to address

the networking management for all the devices. SDN

is considered to be an appropriate technique that

effectively improves the efficiency of the networking

configurations. However, in a large-scale SDN-enabled

system, a notable problem is the asynchronous status of

the flow rule table [172]. By adding a blockchain layer

over the SDN, the problem can be solved. As the result,

the integrated system can perform direct deployment,

configuration, and management of IoT components. It

not only simplifies the device management but also

enables fog computing and edge computing to provide

additional usable resources for constraint devices.

Moreover, new blockchain-based architecture improves

the IoT system’s performance and capacity, as it is

more efficient, secure, and robust [168, 172]. Managing

and maintaining the software and firmware for a huge

number of devices are also daunting tasks. The problem

becomes especially harder when some of the devices

are not secured by design. It is essential to fix and patch

the vulnerabilities of the firmware and software before

adversaries get advantages from these flaws. Boudguiga

et al. [44] use blockchain to provide better availability

and accountability for IoT software maintenance. As

manufacturers have the responsibility to notify of

vulnerabilities and provide updates for the flaws, the

blockchain can be used as a platform for manufacturers

to update the devices reliably. Lim et al. [130] utilized

blockchain to provide data integrity during firmware

verification of the IoT devices.

– Data management: To refine the data management of

IoT, Shafagh et al. [167] and Liu et al. [134] introduced

auditable IoT data storage and sharing systems based

on blockchain. In their design, the blockchain works

as the middleware between the data storage services

and the IoT devices. Blockchain does not directly store

the original data but maintain the references and access

control to the IoT data. Blockchain controls, verifies,

records, and protects the storage and usage of the

IoT data. The inherent reliability and robustness of

blockchain ensures the trust and data security for both

users and service providers.

Overall, blockchain is the enabler technique of building a

smart management mechanism in IoT systems. Blockchain

can enable smart manufacturing, remote maintenance,

reliable supply chain management, auditable service, and

additional security in IoT infrastructure. In the past few

years, many blockchain-based IoT applications emerged in

many areas, such as agriculture [46, 121, 131, 132, 189,

190], energy [78–80, 87, 117, 125, 127], healthcare [27,

70, 71, 85, 95, 129, 154, 161, 205], industry [35, 102, 143,

144, 176, 188, 202], smart cities [40, 104, 157, 159, 169–

171, 174, 179], smart homes [20, 65, 74, 98, 173], and

transportation [11, 51, 120, 204].

The following sections briefly introduces the blockchain

applications in IoT.

3.1 Agriculture

Recently, IoT has become a vital component of the modern

agricultural system. The power of IoT enables smart sensing

of a farm’s cultivated area [119, 212]. Real-time monitoring

of temperature, humidity, disease, and insect damage make

a significant contribution to crop growth and harvest

prediction. Additionally, a prototype of a blockchain-based

agriculture system is proposed in [132], where both the

individual farms and the government can get benefits by

using the shared information and knowledge. An example

is to help the construction and maintenance planning of

irrigation canals [132].

The use of blockchain in IoT agriculture applications

also helps to provide transparency and traceability for crop

and food supply chain [46, 121, 131, 132, 189, 190]. Leng

et al. [121] proposed to use a blockchain-integrated system
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to provide transparent and secure transaction recording for

agriculture supply chain. Moreover, the rent-seeking and

matching of resources can be self-adaptively completed.

In addition, since food safety is always a public issue,

blockchain- and IoT-based agriculture systems can enable

reliable food safety by gathering and exposing information

about food production, processing, warehousing, and

selling. Tian [189] introduced a method of using RFID

and blockchain to enhance food safety. Caro et al. [46]

implemented a blockchain-based smart agriculture system,

which enables the traceability of agriculture products in the

supply chain.

3.2 Energy

Smart grid is a revolutionary technique in the electricity

power system [94] that enables efficient and automated

management via network connections. IoT is the core

component and enabler technology of smart grid. By

extracting energy data from smart sensors and meters,

efficient energy measurement and management can be

performed [175]. However, the smart grid has some

limitations in complexity and reliability. As power system

complexity increases, managing the system becomes

challenging. In addition, the utility companies may face

problems with convincing customers of the reliability of

meter readings.

Blockchain can be an appropriate tool to solve some

of the problems that exist in the smart grid. Researchers

have proposed different blockchain-based solutions to

address these issues. Laszka et al. [117] propose to

make the system more manageable by replacing the

original local grid with transactive microgrids. Their

proposed framework introduces the design of blockchain-

based energy transactions, in which grid nodes can use

to perform privacy-preserving energy trading. Gao et al.

[79] introduced a smart contract–based smart grid system,

which ensures the transparency and provenance of energy

consumption. Similar ideas have been proposed in [80, 87],

which use blockchain to securely monitor and record the use

of energy. A consortium blockchain applied energy trading

framework is elicited in [125] to secure energy trading and

achieve an optimal pricing strategy. Moreover, a blockchain-

based data protection framework is demonstrated in [127],

which provides the robust and reliable protection against

cyber attacks. Blockchain is also used to provide secure,

reliable, and auditable neighboring energy trading in smart

grid [78].

3.3 Healthcare

Blockchain is also considered a revolutionary technique

for healthcare systems [140]. Blockchain-based healthcare

implementations fulfill the urgent demands of availability,

security, and transparency or privacy, which already

play an important role in clinical trials, healthcare data

sharing, electrical patient records (EPRs) management, drug

tracking, and healthcare device tracking [126]. Meanwhile,

smart healthcare, as the most successful and significant

application of IoT, would be more preferable and reliable

if it could combine with and get benefits from blockchain

technology [161].

Data sharing among healthcare organizations can con-

tribute to treatment and medical research; however, the

privacy of patient needs to be guaranteed. Esposito et al.

[71] demonstrated the need for blockchain in healthcare data

sharing and described the design of blockchain-based archi-

tecture to ensure privacy and efficiency. Yue et al. [205]

illustrated a blockchain scheme that enables the patient

to own and control his or her medical data. A prototype

is implemented in a smartphone, in which the user can

view, determine, and limit the sharing of data. In addition,

an elaborate discussion and analysis of blockchain-based

healthcare data sharing system is performed in [95]. It is

also worth mentioning that Liang et al. [129] introduced

an integrated blockchain system that connects IoT wearable

devices, patients, healthcare providers, and health insurance

providers all together to provide reliable data sharing and

collaboration. The same concept has been applied in [85,

154], and a blockchain-enabled IoT system is created to

monitor the patient health condition and to record the infor-

mation into blockchain. Another work from Angeletti et al.

[27] aims to offer information privacy in clinical trials.

Using blockchain and IoT, individuals can keep their data

private until an agreement is reached, and the clinical

research institute can ensure that it is acquiring appropriate,

useful, and authentic data from individuals.

3.4 Industry

With the emergence of Industry 4.0 [84, 166], IoT

has become the backbone technology of cyber-physical

systems (CPS), which enable smart sensing and supermatic

operations. In addition, smart manufacturing provides

remote machine diagnostics and supply chain management

provided by the industrial IoT, which can further be

enhanced by blockchain.

In-depth surveys of blockchain in the industrial IoT

are performed in [143, 188]. Bahga et al. [35] pointed

out that blockchain-based industrial IoT can be applied to

on-demand manufacturing, smart diagnostics, supply chain

management, product certification, and machine to machine

(M2M) transactions. They demonstrated a blockchain-

based architecture that enables the efficient and secure

decentralized IoT service, which allows a user to provision

and transact with the machines directly. Moreover, a smart
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contract–based maintenance and diagnostics prototype is

implemented in their work, which can sense the condition

of the system and automatically sends notification to a user

when a part replacement is needed. Sikorski et al. [176]

illustrated a blockchain-applied M2M electricity market

scheme for the chemical industry. They also implemented

a proof-of-concept system that allows the energy consumer

to buy electricity from an energy provider via smart

contracts. In addition, a use of blockchain in material

industry supply chain management is demonstrated in [144],

where blockchain provides tamper-proof manufacturing,

provenance, and distribution for composite materials.

Nevertheless, credit-based trust system can be implemented

with blockchain in industrial IoT scenarios [102, 202].

Blockchain could record and manage trust score of the

network, while the service publishing and event logging are

taken into account as well.

3.5 Smart City

A smart city is an automatic and holistic management and

convergence of technology, institutions, and human factors

[147]. In the technology vision, IoT is the fundamental

and crucial component of the urban-scale information

communication technology (ICT) platform [206]. As the

blockchain can provide benefits to the IoT infrastructure in

many aspects, it is reasonable and necessary to investigate

the usage of blockchain for smart city applications.

Sun et al. and Rivera et al. provided a detailed survey of

how blockchain can enhance smart cities in both economy

and technical perspectives [159, 179]. Ibba et al. [104]

proposed and demonstrated design of a blockchain-based

smart city system to sense and manage data in an effective

and secure manner. Biswas et al. [40] briefly illustrated

the approach of using blockchain to secure smart city

applications. Sharma et al. [169–171] demonstrated the

design of efficient, sustainable, reliable blockchain-based

network architecture for smart cities. An information-

sharing blockchain over a vehicular network is described

in [169], and scalable Li-Fi communication applied

network architecture is introduced in [171]. Sharma et al.

demonstrated the use of blockchain-based architecture to

enable the integration of smart home, smart industry,

smart healthcare, smart building, and smart transportation

technologies for the smart city scheme in [170]. A

similar integration and share of economy information

via blockchain is also demonstrated in [157]. Moreover,

Shen et al. [174] propose to combine machine learning

technique with blockchain to provide privacy-preserving

data processing in smart city applications.

3.6 Smart Home

IoT applications are beginning to direct modern life

toward the fusion of convenience and intelligence, as smart

wearables and network-enabled home appliances raise the

quality of our daily life to a new level. As in the smart city

sector, smart home applications can benefit by leveraging

the features of blockchain.

Fernández et al. [74] proposed a design of a ZigBee-

based smart power outlet system for smart homes. Applying

blockchain to this system allows remote control and

automatic monitoring of power use. Aggarwal et al. [20]

introduced the use of blockchain to provide and manage

energy trading between smart grid and smart home systems.

Another interesting application of using blockchain to build

up a smart door lock system is demonstrated in [98],

where the blockchain is used for authentication, recording,

and payment. Dorri et al. [65] presented a case study

of an optimized blockchain system to ensure the security

and privacy of smart home applications. A consortium

blockchain-based system is implemented to ensure the

data privacy of smart home [173], where an additive

homomorphic encryption is applied to encrypt the IoT data.

3.7 Transportation

The concepts and examples of using blockchain to

strengthen the vehicular network are briefly mentioned in

the Section 3.5. There is no doubt that blockchain can be

applied to build or reinforce an intelligent transportation

system (ITS). Several solutions and designs have emerged

recently in this domain. For instance, IBM introduced

a blockchain-based freight transportation solution, which

can reduce or eliminate fraud or errors and also improve

efficiency and security [11]. Instead of focusing on the

supply chain or logistics, some researchers aim to utilize

blockchain in smart traveling [51, 204]. A blockchain-

involved transportation system allows the user to securely

and efficiently rent or share a vehicle. In addition, payment

to the services and the reputation management of the

services can be achieved with smart contracts.

Lei et al. [120] proposed a method of using blockchain

to provide key management to secure the ITS. In a

traditional design of ITS, vehicles periodically transmit

safety messages during the travel, and the system collects

data via infrastructures built along the roads at specific

intervals. For a particular region, the credentials of the

vehicle and infrastructures are managed by a central

authority. However, whenever the vehicle travels into a

new region, the system needs to perform re-keying and
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re-establishment procedures. In their proposed blockchain-

applied architecture, the key transfer time can be shortened

and the security of the procedure can be guaranteed.

4 Blockchain for IoT Security

Blockchain is an ideal option to provide decentralized secu-

rity. The characteristics of high availability, tamper resis-

tance, and transparency can fulfill the security requirements

for IoT infrastructure. In this section, we present the use of

blockchain for IoT security. In Fig. 5, we briefly describe

the following measures for addressing security concerns:

access control, data assurance, hardware counterfeit and

tampering, key management, and trust.

4.1 Access Control

Access management in an IoT system is a challenging

problem. How the device and data are being accessed

directly determine the security of the system; however, the

traditional centralized access control systems cannot fulfill

the all the requirements for an IoT system. Some of the

weaknesses of the centralized access control systems are

summarized in [152] as follows:

1. It is hard to achieve end-to-end security.

2. Centralization creates a single point of failure on whose

availability and reliability the security of the entire

system relies.

3. As the access control is managed by a remote/local

central entity, the user cannot be involved in the control

of his or her own data.

4. Centralized service providers can make illegitimate use

of data (e.g., Prism Program [15]).

5. Running a centralized access control system for a large

number of devices is expensive.

6. For some IoT scenarios that require device mobility or

collaborative management, a centralized access control

system is not well fitted.

These limitations lead to the proposal of using blockchain to

provide an available and reliable access control mechanism.

A blockchain-based access control system has better sup-

port of mobility, accessibility, scalability, and transparency.

Ouaddah et al. [151] briefly demonstrate an access con-

trol framework named FairAccess, in which the blockchain

is used to store, manage, and enforce the access policies.

A simple case study is implemented on the Raspberry Pi,

and the framework is able to securely manage the access of

a camera. However, the limitation of FairAccess is that it

requires the tokens as the cost and fee for creating and ver-

ifying the policies. A similar framework was introduced in

[68], where a framework with no tokens and fewer transac-

tions are involved. Ding et al. [63] propose to use blockchain

as an attribute authority and key generation center for

IoT infrastructure. The proposed access control manage-

ment framework is decentralized and scalable, and further

increases system robustness.

Novo [149] implements a prototype system based on

CoAP to provide large-scale access management in the IoT

system. The proposed framework consists of three parts:

IoT network, management hub, and blockchain network.

All data access inside the IoT network is recorded, verified,

and managed by the blockchain. Since the edge devices

or sensors may not afford the overhead of blockchain

operations, the management hub works as the agent (miner)

of the blockchain network. In addition, a design and

evaluation of a blockchain-based access control system for

IoT is illustrated in [199]. It shows that the system performs

with acceptable processing delay and latency.

Preserving privacy for the IoT system is another focus

of access control. Ensuring availability and transparency of

data access is important, but it is more important to prevent
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the reading or leaking of others’ data and configurations.

A general platform based on blockchain, IPFS [24], is

designed to provide privacy for IoT data. By utilizing a

private sidechain, all the data operations are logged and

validated. In the work of Cha et al. [49], IoT service

providers can obtain user consent on privacy policies

without modifying legacy IoT devices by using blockchain

and smart contracts. The user can query the Blockchain

Connected Gateway to check the device information or

access the data provided by the device without connecting

to the device directly.

4.2 Data Assurance

In addition to data privacy and access, data integrity, and

reliability also require our attention. An IoT system keeps

sensing and generating large volumes of data. Since most

of the data is transmitted via untrusted channels, there are

potential risks of data tampering and data loss during the

transmission. From the storage perspective, when the data

is accumulated in the central database, it is a critical and

severe problem to ensure the integrity and freshness of the

data. We believe that blockchain is an appropriate technique

to address the data provenance and data integrity problems.

The hash function–based blockchain systems inherently

address data integrity. They also provide the timestamp as a

useful freshness reference.

Different researchers are already working on addressing

data security issues using blockchain. Liang et al. [128]

introduced a blockchain-based data assurance system for

drones. The system consists of four components: drone,

control system, blockchain network, and cloud server. The

drone collects image or video data and receives commands

from the control system. The cloud server logs the command

records sent by the control system and stores the raw data

in a database. The blockchain stores the hashed data records

to provide data integrity and generates receipts for data

validations. The implementation of a blockchain network

in the proposed system is based on Tierion and Chainpoint

[8]. As briefly mentioned in Section 3, blockchain-based

IoT data storage systems can always provide additional

and reliable data protection. Another similar example

is [133], which also used blockchain to perform data

verification and assure data integrity. They used blockchain

to store the hashes of uploaded data and established and

evaluated a proof-of-concept system based on Ethereum and

InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) protocol [38]. To ensure

the time synchronization of IoT services and guarantee the

freshness and reliability of data, a blockchain-based time

synchronization method is proposed in [73], where an IoT

node could verify and synchronize the time by reading the

time consensus result in the blockchain.

4.3 Counterfeit Hardware

The continuous growth of counterfeit electronics devices

poses a serious threat to critical IoT infrastructures due

to their inferior quality and has become one of the major

concerns of the government and industry [23, 91, 92, 155,

187, 207]. Most low-cost edge devices are manufactured

in limited-trust environments lacking relevant government

regulations (e.g., to curtail counterfeiting and infiltration

of threats at manufacture), move through supply chains

without strong controls, and then are deployed in critical

infrastructures worldwide. Attacks on the IoT system can

originate from untrusted hardware by exploiting existing

communication protocols and network traffic. Hardware

attacks against a system can occur with physical tampering

of a device and/or by the introduction of a counterfeit device

[22, 56, 57, 186, 187] into the system.

The detailed descriptions for counterfeit ICs can be

found in [89, 91, 92, 187]. However, we consider devices

rather than ICs for IoT perspective. Counterfeit devices

can be described as non-authentic devices. These fake

devices can be manufactured with inferior quality parts,

those can be reclaimed from discarded electronics. In

addition, an adversary can produce devices with the bill-of-

materials similar to the authentic ones. An adversary can

also tamper the device to create a backdoor, which can

be used for malicious purposes. Counterfeit IoT devices

could be potentially installed with a malware, or even

controlled by adversary as a bot. According to Nokia Threat

Intelligence Report, 78% of malware activities in 2018

are driven by IoT botnets [6]. The first Mirai malware–

based IoT botnet DDoS attack took down hundreds of web

services for hours (including Github, Twitter, and Netflix).

These attacks not only damaged the targeted services but

also affected the IoT devices owners—the attack on Krebs

cost the devices’ owners approximately $320,000 on excess

power and bandwidth consumption [16].

The detection of counterfeit electronics in the IoT

infrastructure manifests a variety of challenges. It is difficult

to detect whether devices or appliances have been tampered

with. It is also hard to imagine how the user can know

and detect an eavesdropping microphone embedded in a

smart bulb or smart television. For an IoT infrastructure,

an untrusted employee may also try to tamper with some

devices for his or her own benefit. Moreover, for IoT devices

that have high mobility like drones, if the protection cannot

fully cover all regions of travel, then the devices would

have higher potential risk of being tampered with. Even

a verification mechanism is provided, it is hard to keep

verifying a large amount of devices in a regular interval.

To solve the mentioned challenges, Guin et al. [90]

introduces a blockchain-based framework to prevent and
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detect hardware counterfeit and tampering. The proposed

framework has four main components: physically unclon-

able functions (PUF) [82, 86, 178], global blockchain, local

blockchain, and a secure communication protocol [93]. An

SRAM PUF [86, 195] is used as the device identity gen-

erator that can generate unique strings for each device. A

global identity blockchain is used for manufacturers of edge

devices to register their devices. Once a device is registered,

anyone can globally access its identity. Blockchain elimi-

nates the need of central or local database for storing device

IDs, which helps to solve the single point of failure problem.

The inherent immutability feature of blockchain ensures the

data integrity and also prevents the adversaries from tam-

pering the data records. However, if a system is built upon

traditional centralized database, all the data records could

be altered and affected once the database is compromised.

In addition, the distributors and customers can directly ver-

ify the device using the blockchain without querying the

specific manufacturer’s database.

The system proposed in [90] needs manufacturers to

upload a cryptographic hash of the ID from PUF into the

global blockchain such that an entity in the supply chain can

verify the true identity of a device. However, it is required to

authenticate every device in a regular interval when an IoT

device (edge nodes) is deployed in the field. This prevents

an adversary (e.g., a rogue or a compromised employee)

put a counterfeit device into the IoT infrastructure. The

communication between the gateway and edge node has

to be very low cost. To provide that support a low-cost

communication protocol [93] is used, which uses a secret

key for transferring the PUF response to the gateway to

verify the identity of the edge node in the field. Note that

this secret key can also be generated from the PUF. A

local blockchain contains the hash of device ID for identity

verification.

Authenticity is not the only benefit of using blockchain,

Islam et al. proposed a method that uses PUF and

blockchain to enhance authenticity and traceability in the

supply chain [108]. All the electronic parts or IoT devices

can be registered, managed, and protected by a blockchain.

Origin manufacturer, current and previous owners, and all

the traces in supply chain can be recorded in the blockchain.

This detailed information helps the customer to make their

inference on the authenticity and reliability of IoT devices.

4.4 KeyManagement

With the expanding scale of IoT systems, key management

becomes extremely challenging and requires immediate

solution. For some applications, it may not be feasible to

upgrade an IoT device to enhance security once it has

been deployed. The key used for encryption, if present,

needs to be refreshed securely to address long-term security.

Blockchain can be used to address key management issues

that the current IoT systems are suffering.

We have already mentioned in Section 3.7 that a

key management framework for vehicular network using

blockchain is proposed in [120]. In addition, multiple

blockchains are used in [156] to provide a decentralized

access control system for IoT networks. These blockchains

are separately used to store public credentials, network

contextual information, events logs, and access rules. The

particular blockchain responsible for key management is

the relationship blockchain, which maintains the credentials

like keys and IDs, and also records the relationships among

entities in the system. An authorized internal member could

be registered on the chain only by storing a simple identity

into the blockchain. However, an external member would

need to upload the public key for that purpose. Another

work from Kravitzet al. [114] proposed permissioned

blockchain to provide rotatable and transferable key

management for IoT system. A user could use, update, and

manage the keys in one or a group of devices.

4.5 Trust

An adversary can easily disrupt the trust in the IoT system

by spoofing or forging identities. For instance, the Sybil

Attack [67] is based on interference with system reputation:

one could register a large number of nodes to affect the

consensus or the reputation of the entire system. Blockchain

is a suitable solution for the trust management, as already

proven by the PoW mechanism in Bitcoin; by increasing

the cost of participation, trust is achievable. However, trust

of nodes or peers is not the only concerning factor. Even

when all devices are benign and trusted, the user still needs

to determine whether data from the authenticated devices is

always trustworthy.

Some trust management schemes rely on the concept

of the trusted computing base (TCB) [101], which is

widely used as a baseline to ensure an environment and all

data from that environment are trustworthy. In [153], the

reliability of the sensed data from IoT devices is addressed

by combining the ARM TrustZone [7] with blockchain.

Running the blockchain node inside the trust zone of a chip

can achieve remote attestation and management of TCB.

Asiri et al. [29] introduced a Sybil attack–resistant IoT

trust model that uses blockchain. In this model, the trust

problem of the local system can be addressed by using the

Chaincode and endorsement policy of HyperLedger Fabric.

The underlying concept is simple: some of nodes in the

blockchain network work as the blockchain CA to validate

and evaluate the trust of the system instead of involving

a third party CA. Hammi et al. [97] proposed to create

bubbles (groups) in IoT infrastructure and register all the

bubbles and bubble members in blockchain. Therefore, all
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the communication and data in the bubbles are protected and

trusted, and all the communication attempts from outside

the bubble are blocked.

As most of the IoT infrastructures rely on a central

management system, which is generally maintained by

third parties, the trust of services provided by them always

remains one’s concern. A decentralized blockchain-based

framework is proposed to replace the third party data

management authority in IoT infrastructures [32]. With the

help of blockchain and Intel SGX hardware, a local trusted

execution environment can be established, which could

further replace and outperform a third-party data processing

service [32]. Similarly, a blockchain-based nonreputation

service scheme for IoT is described in [202], where

the blockchain works as a service publisher and event

recorder. In addition, Ma et al. introduced a blockchain-

based key management system for IoT infrastructure, where

the central key generation center can be eliminated and the

trust can be preserved [136].

On the other hand, the trust of all the participants along

with the third-party service providers in the IoT infrastruc-

tures can be managed by blockchain as well. Zhang et al.

proposed a blockchain-based smart manufacturing system,

which aims to reduce the “trust tax” paid by the participants

[209]. Blockchain enables the transparent data management

in the manufacturing and distribution procedure, the manu-

facturer, distributor, customer, stakeholder, and government

could all get benefits. A similar idea of ensuring trust among

IoT participants via blockchain is demonstrated in [182].

As long as a IoT service is publicly accessible and

centrally managed, trust will always remain an inevitable

issue. The operations and behaviors of infrastructure

owners, data producers, and data buyers need to be regulated

in a reliable and traceable manner. The access to data, use

of devices, and payments to services need to be secure

and auditable. It has been proved that blockchain could be

an ideal option to provide secure trust management in IoT

infrastructures. Further development and investigation of

blockchain in IoT applications have far prospect.

5 Challenges and Limitations

As a result of the rise of cryptocurrency, investigation

into uses of blockchain beyond cryptocurrency has become

an attractive focus for both industry and academia. A

number of blockchain applications in IoT have also been

implemented and discussed in both academia and industry,

and some of the examples are already introduced in

Section 3. Though the blockchain could enhance and refine

various aspects of IoT, the design and implementation of

blockchain is in the nascent phase. Besides the benefits

that IoT could gain from blockchain, it is very relevant to

address a series of underlying challenges and limitations.

In this section, we focus on discussing the challenges

of using blockchain in the IoT perspective. We present

a discussion on the applicability and necessity of using

blockchain in IoT scenario, followed by the analysis of the

cost of implementing blockchain in IoT. Then, we discuss

the throughput and latency limitations of the blockchain

as well as the on-chain privacy and security problems. In

addition, we discuss the maintenance and regulation of

blockchain-based services.

5.1 Applicability and Necessity

For some application domains, blockchain is an ingenious

and practical complement for both data management and

security. But not all the services and scenarios require

the adoption of blockchain, and it is inadvisable and

unnecessary to insist on using blockchain. To determine

whether an application must involve blockchain, the

following should be considered:

– Trust among entities: If all participants of the IoT

network trust each other or the IoT service is acceptable

for a trusted central authority, then the need for

blockchain is dramatically decreased.

– Need for data sharing: Besides the trust of the system,

if the data itself does not have to be shared among the

entities, e.g., the data is private, even the hash of the

data or the number of data entries is not allowed to be

shared. Then, the introduction of blockchain in IoT is

not significant. In addition, blockchain is suitable and

useful in data sharing when the data owners need a

common platform for such a purpose, meanwhile the

data itself and the data sharing procedure cannot be

controlled by one or a group of entities. For example,

one needs to share the data with other nodes in the

network but each time only wants to share it with only

one receiver where it is not allowed to expose the data

to any third party.

– Implementation cost: A limitation of using blockchain

as a data platform for IoT is the cost of data storage

in the chain. IoT generates huge amount of data, so

one should primarily consider two cost factors: (i) Data

storage cost: If the data needs to be uploaded and

shared through a public chain, it is necessary to consider

cost per data byte and whether it is worth storing a

large volume of data in the blockchain. However, if

the blockchain is only used for storing the policies

and identities, the cost should be affordable. (ii) Data

protection cost: Transparency is a main advantage of

blockchain; however, when it turns to data storage,

transparency could be a drawback. If the aim is to

provide privacy in a transparent chain, the data stored
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in the chain may need to be hashed or encrypted.

As a consequence, the size of the stored data could

increase, especially for the sensor data. For instance,

a temperature sensor generates raw data points a few

bytes in length (e.g., 25 ◦C). However, after the SHA-

3-256 hashing, the data becomes 32 bytes long. The

additional storage cost can be neglected when the

frequency of data upload is low or the overall data

amount is limited.

5.2 Implementation Cost

Generally, blockchain is not a lightweight solution. The

PoW mining procedure is especially resource intensive,

since it requires miners to continuously perform hashing

to add a block in the chain. Even for a resource-sufficient

device like a desktop computer, efficient mining requires

certain hardware resources. Thus, it is not yet practical

to involve mining into resource-constrained devices in an

IoT system. For the PoW-based blockchain applications

in the IoT, the edge device at most can work as the

simple blockchain node, which can only receive data blocks

and initiate new transactions. One needs to use separate

resource-sufficient devices to mine for the blockchain

network. Another situation is more severe: the IoT device

cannot even afford the overhead of running as a simple

node because the processor power or the memory size limits

the constraint device to run a blockchain client and join

the blockchain network. In this case, an agent or gateway

device is required to receive, relay, and upload the data. An

example of the scenario is described in [149]. The resource

limitation actually decouples the blockchain layer with the

IoT layer and makes those miners in the blockchain become

the local central authorities. This decoupling is clearly a

violation of the original intention for using blockchain.

5.3 Throughput and Latency

The block generation and transaction processing speed

of the blockchain increase the latency and impede the

throughput of a system that uses blockchain. This problem

becomes more severe for the IoT scheme, since the

blockchain system takes time to achieve a consensus, even

for a small IoT infrastructure with a limited transaction rate.

The system needs a certain amount of time to append the

new data into the blockchain, and this minimum latency

cannot be eliminated. The default block generation time

of Bitcoin is around 10 min, and Ethereum’s is around

17 s. For some other services, this latency is intolerable and

it is necessary to find a way to further reduce the block

generation interval [72]. A scaled IoT system requires a

platform that can handle thousands of transactions every

second. However, the traditional design of a blockchain

system, such as Bitcoin, can only support 3–7 transactions

per second. With some modification and optimization of

the original design, Ethereum can still only process 20

transactions per second. The throughput of such blockchain

design cannot fulfill IoT requirements.

5.4 On-Chain Privacy and Security

As stated previously, when we enjoy the benefits provided

by blockchain, a reliable method to preserve privacy

is needed as well. Note that blockchain is suitable for

providing privacy and security for IoT applications, but

it does not mean the blockchain itself does not face any

privacy and security challenges. On-chain privacy is still

an ongoing research problem. One of the most notable

methods is the zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP), which allows

peers to authenticate one other or verify a statement without

revealing the identity [37]. ZeroCash is a cryptocurrency

built upon the ZKP [164], and Hawk [113] is a ZKP-based

framework that provides privacy-preserved smart contracts.

These two implementations also demonstrate the feasibility

of using ZKP to achieve privacy in blockchain systems.

When it comes to blockchain applications in IoT,

security issues are a different story. First, the practical

ZKP scheme divides into two types: either it requires

multiple interactions between two peers or it relies on

a trusted setup of common reference strings (CRS) on

both peers. Using an interactive model requires multiple

times of communications for proving and verifying, which

also provide additional and unaffordable traffic overhead

for constrained devices. There is also an issue with the

difficulty of securely pre-deploying the CRS in thousands

of different types of IoT devices. Second, the proving and

verifying procedure of ZKP are resource intensive and time

consuming [113]. The detailed overhead of enabling ZKP in

blockchain is yet to be evaluated.

It is promising to incorporate zero-knowledge proof

(ZKP) to improve the privacy of blockchain instances.

However, the integration of ZKP-based blockchain in IoT

still remains challenging and is in its infancy. Hardjono et al.

introduces a conceptual ZKP-based blockchain system to

securely and anonymously commission IoT devices into

cloud [100], but the real implementation of ZKP-based

blockchain in IoT is estimated to complete. Another ZKP-

based blockchain system is described in [87], which aims

to ensure the reliable energy consumption records in smart

grid. However, the ZKP used in this system is more

like a ring signature, and it requires a user to register

multiple pseudonyms (keys) to hide their real identities.

Each authentication procedure needs to be associated with a

pseudonym (key).

Homomorphic computation could be another potential

choice to further solve the on-chain data privacy problem.
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An example is described in [215] as Beekeeper system.

In the proposed Beekeeper, the encrypted data sent by

IoT devices can be processed by other members of the

blockchain (servers) without decrypting the data. However,

the processing and operation on the data are still limited to

simple addition and multiplication. A similar experimental

use of additive homomorphic encryption (only supports

addition) is shown in [173]. Note that, ZKP mainly

provides privacy of user credentials and identities, while

homomorphic computation in Beekeeper focuses on data

privacy. Hashing and encryption of data provide a baseline

data privacy in blockchain, but ensuring privacy during data

processing needs further investigation.

Smart contract security is another major concern of

blockchain applications. Most of the novel capabilities

provided by blockchain applications need the support of

smart contracts, and the security of smart contract has its

own challenges. Ethereum, as one of the most popular

smart contract platform, has smart contract issues such as

vulnerability of smart contract coding, like the example in

DAO [9], which utilizes the unchecked fallback functions.

Another type of vulnerability is to play with the gas

mechanism (transaction fee) in Ethereum. For instance, an

issue has been found in King of the Ether Throne [13]: by

only including a small amount of gas in a refund transaction,

the transaction could be intentionally failed. In addition,

keep storing data in an array in the smart contract may

continuously increase the gas cost of the contract operations

related to this array. At a certain point, because of the huge

gas cost, the array cannot be altered anymore. Some other

details and examples of the vulnerabilities are demonstrated

in [30].

5.5 Maintenance and Regulation

The blockchain application owner needs to consider the

drawbacks of anonymity. If the service is not running on

the permissioned scheme and the user has the access to the

blockchain, it may lead to some potential risks. Since a user

maintains a secret identity in the blockchain, interacting

with unknown peers faces legal obligations and reputation

risks.

Immutability is also a double-edged sword of blockchain.

As the blockchain is a tamper-resistant system such that

each block appended into the chain is immutable, one

could not modify, replace, or discard an appended block

on the chain. However, it is needed to correct mistakes

and exceptions inside a system. A block may contain an

appropriate transaction with a huge amount of money sent

to a wrong receiver, a smart contract with flaws can be

published, and incorrect data entries may be uploaded into

the contract. For a traditional system that uses databases,

these problems can be fixed easily. But reversing the data

stored in the blockchain may require careful consideration,

supervising, and a certain amount of payment (hard fork a

blockchain to reverse mistakes [142]). Although Ethereum

allows republishing of a smart contract or removing some

contents stored in the contract, it also introduces some

further concerns, e.g., the security of the system relies on

the reliability of the contract owner.

Another issue that has been less frequently discussed is

the termination of blockchain services. Unlike a traditional

service, the service vanishes after shutting down the server

and removing the database. A blockchain is a collaborative

recording system that starts within a same genesis block.

Even if the service provider decides to stop the operations,

one could still continuously work on this chain for one’s

own purpose. One could fake the original service or run it

for some illegitimate uses.

For the IoT perspective, maintenance of blockchain

services encounters additional security challenges. Since

most of IoT devices are resource-constraint, most of

them cannot work as a full blockchain node. Namely,

the computational mining power is usually separately

configured or even outsourced. The outsourced mining pool

manager for a large-scale blockchain-based IoT service

could decide to hop to other mining tasks for more mining

rewards, this situation is described as “coin hopping attack”

[216]. When such attack occurs, the victim service would be

halted due to lack of mining power, and those smart devices

typically lack the ability to sense a pool manager’s behavior

due to the limitation of computational power [216].

6 BIoT Research Roadmap

Hundreds of blockchain-related papers have been published

in conference proceedings, journals, or magazines in the last

decade, and the rate and number of publications maintains

a rapid growth due to the promising future of blockchain.

Blockchain in IoT is a subsection of the blockchain research

domains that also get extensive attention in the research

community. In this section, we present and analyze the

overall status of blockchain usage in IoT.

A variety of researches and applications prove the

feasibility and practicability of using blockchain in IoT.

However, as described in Section 5, there are still several

challenges that need to be addressed, some problems

require solutions, and some implementations and designs

of the application can further be refined. Currently, we are

just at the beginning of a long journey of blockchain in

IoT research. Although the prospect is bright, the future

directions need to be discussed and analyzed. Further

optimization and adoption of blockchain is urgently needed

to make the blockchain more suitable and available for

IoT systems. In addition, a detailed and comprehensive
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measurement of the application in a practical and scaled

system has never been performed even though some of

the concepts and prototypes of blockchain applications in

IoT are proposed, introduced, and implemented. Moving

forward one more step, the potential of joint points in

other scenarios also need to be analyzed despite blockchain

already being applied in a few IoT application domains.

In this section, we also briefly introduce the roadmap of

blockchain in IoT research with regard to all the aspects

mentioned above.

6.1 Research Trend

To present an overview of the blockchain and blockchain

in IoT research, we show a timeline in Fig. 6. In 2015,

7 years after Satoshi Nakamoto introduced blockchain,

favor toward and investigation of using blockchain in IoT

increased. Although there were a few works that mention
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Fig. 6 Timeline of Blockchain and Blockchain in IoT

the convergence of blockchain and IoT between 2008 and

2015, the fusion was just demonstrated in a general view

without specific and practical implementation. The real

revolutionary technique that triggered the development of

blockchain applications in IoT was the smart contract,

and the practical smart contract platform was launched by

Ethereum in 2015. After several initial attempts to use

blockchain in IoT in 2015, there is an increasing research

trend. In this paper, we surveyed 97 blockchain in IoT

papers since 2015, and the publication trend is described in

Fig. 7. It is shown the publication number is expected to

keep rising in coming years.

6.2 Optimization and Adoption of Blockchain

Before blockchain can be adopted into IoT and before an

IoT-oriented blockchain application can be implemented,

the blockchain has to overcome the limitations of resource

intensity and throughput bottleneck. Resource and energy

intensity are mainly incurred by the difficulty of reaching

consensus. Most of the current blockchain applications in

IoT use PoW consensus mechanism; as the original and

representative consensus algorithm, PoW is supported by

a variety of blockchain systems. It is also reasonable to

select PoW as the first option to implement a blockchain

application in IoT. However, prevalence and popularity

do not indicate that an option can be suitable. A

few other consensus algorithms like PoS and BFT are

also competitive, but they are less investigated in IoT

applications.

PoS- and BFT-based blockchains have better scalability

and efficiency compared with the traditional PoW-based

blockchain instances [26, 137, 193]. The overall system

throughput and latency are proved to be significantly

improved as well. In addition, PoS and BFT require less

computational resources as there is no need for hash

computations as a part of Proof of Work. The overall

energy consumption per transaction in Bitcoin system is

around 620 KWh (power consumed by all the active nodes;

the average reachable nodes in Bitcoin network is around

10,000 nodes [2], and note that part of them are involved in a

particular transaction relay and mining.), whereas Ethereum

uses around 27 KWh [3, 4]. Even for the most resource

intensive consensus algorithms, the power consumption

could be optimized and deducted. While running blockchain

clients with same test benchmark on Raspberry Pi, the

power consumption per client of Hyperledger is only half

of Ethererum client [163]. It is reasonable and promising

to adopt lightweight consensus algorithm in IoT scenarios.

Currently, research is ongoing to develop lightweight

consensus algorithms.

Instead of using the current algorithms, developing a

new and appropriate algorithm could be more suitable for a
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Fig. 7 Trend of blockchain
research in IoT
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specific IoT application. Some of the researchers mentioned

or performed the design of lightweight algorithms for

IoT scenarios [66, 90]; however, the implementation and

analysis of such algorithms are yet to be performed.

It is worth mentioning that the essential goal of the

consensus algorithm in blockchain is to provide a secure

and random selection mechanism, which also ensures the

selected participant can be verified and accepted by the

whole network. Some of the researchers mentioned that

the verifiable random function (VRF) [141] is an ideal

match for the blockchain consensus problem, and several

VRF-based blockchain architectures also emerged [60, 83].

Basically, VRF is a pseudo-random function that can be

used in the blockchain to randomly select users in a private

and non-interactive way [64, 83]. VRF-based blockchain

attracts incredible public interest, which is also a proof

of its potential. A notable example is the Cardano, which

launched in October 2017 but has already climbed into the

top 10 cryptocurrency list [5]. Elaborate introduction and

description of VRF are out of the scope of this paper, but

using VRF-based blockchain in IoT is an undiscovered and

interesting path.

On the other hand, the blockchain structure itself suffers

from the overall system performance. The traditional

linked list–based structure is restricted by the block size

and block generation interval problems, and it is worth

investigating the use of a different blockchain structure.

As introduced in Section 2, IOTA uses a DAG-based

architecture, and some other DAG-based blockchains are

described in Meshcash [39] and SPECTRE [177]. A DAG-

based blockchain allows parallel and concurrent block

appending, which significantly enhance the throughput

and latency of the system [39, 83, 177]. If a DAG-

based blockchain architecture can be adopted into IoT, the

overall performance and scalability can be improved. Thus,

developing and adopting the DAG-based blockchain (or

blockchain with other structures) within an IoT scheme

could be a noteworthy future direction. An experimental

DAG-based blockchain for industrial IoT is implemented in

[102]. The main purpose is to create a credit (reputation)

system for IoT devices over blockchain. In addition,

sidechain [34] is another solution of improving the

efficiency of blockchain systems. Vara et al. [47] utilize the

feature of sidechain to achieve an improved efficiency in

IoT-blockchain management, where sidechains are created

along with the main blockchain to store IoT data. All the

sidechain data are appended into the main chain via a

blockchain queuing system.

In addition, some of the other characteristics of

blockchain can be further refined for the IoT scenario.

The CAP theorem states that a distributed system cannot

achieve consistency, availability, and partition tolerance at

the same time [45]. Generally, blockchain gives up short-

term consistency to achieve global availability and partition

tolerance. Although the whole network will finally see

the same public ledger, each node may have a different

view of the public ledger at a particular time. This

problem may be enlarged in the IoT scheme since IoT

devices may not be active and online all the time due

to the energy saving or limited channel access. When

IoT devices participate in a blockchain network, the sleep

period may cause an inconsistency between the device

local blockchain and the global blockchain. It would be an

interesting topic to accelerate the procedure of updating the

local blockchain to a global one. Especially for the IoT

applications, this procedure cannot be resource intensive

or involve heavy communications. A trial example related

to this topic is performed in [58]. In addition, lightweight
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synchronization protocol and lightweight blockchain client

for IoT are implemented in [59]. In the proposed approach,

an aggregation scheme is defined to reduce the duty cycle

of device, and the overall communication cost is reduced as

well.

6.3 Blockchain-Oriented System

The integration of blockchain and IoT is still facing

challenges due to the fact that running blockchain is power

and resource intensive, whereas IoT devices are normally

resource constraint. The optimization of blockchain in

IoT is not only limited to the protocol establishment and

software implementation but also refers to an all-sided

hardware and system support. The design of blockchain-

oriented hardware, the implementation of blockchain-

oriented operating system and platform also need to be taken

into account. Blockchain-oriented hardware that focuses

on blockchain operations could further promote seamless

integration of blockchain and IoT. This is promising and

practical. IBM recently introduced a CPU capable of

running blockchain operations, which is smaller than a grain

of salt and costs only 10 cents [12]. This tiny computer can

monitor, analyze, communicate, and act on data. It could

be embedded and integrated into IoT hardware to provide

additional, efficient, and reliable support for blockchain

operations.

Running blockchain on IoT device is confronted with

some other limitations. Since the hardware architecture

of IoT devices are different with normal computers and

servers. Not all the up-to-date blockchain implementations

can be directly deployed on IoT devices. For example,

maintaining and developing blockchain for an ARM-based

hardware system is still insufficient. In addition, implemen-

tation of blockchain-oriented firmware or operating system

for IoT devices is also necessary. The simplification and

conduction of redundant functionality and the optimization

and customization of system design could potentially help

the integration of blockchain and IoT. Some pioneers have

already started the investigation of blockchain-oriented IoT

operating system [197].

6.4 Measurement and Practical Proofs

In the early stages of technology development, the

technology always lacks measurement and proofs. For the

blockchain applications proposed in the IoT paradigm,

it is difficult to tell the amount of overhead from the

introduced solution. The memory usage, CPU utilization,

and energy consumption of the blockchain architecture

remain uncertain. Even when a prototype system is built

up, the baseline of hardware and resource requirements

are always unclear. Meanwhile, though some of the works

analyze the throughput and latency of using blockchain

in IoT [96, 99, 194], the measurement of performance

ceilings and comparisons with other methods are still

open. Furthermore, the measurement and proof of the

availability, consistency, scalability, stability, and security

within a long-term living practical system also require our

attention. Further investigation of detailed measurements

and proofs may give other researchers a better overview and

guidelines.

6.5 Potential Application Domains

The current research on using blockchain in IoT already

covers the majority of the application domains, and here we

briefly introduce a few other potential application domains

that may be of interest:

– Smart retail: IoT can contribute to smart inventory

management with refined accuracy and improved

efficiency [107]. IoT solutions not only provide data

collection and data connection between the point of sale

(PoS) system and the inventory system but also allow

the customer to use their mobile devices to check and

locate the inventory. In addition, introducing blockchain

into the retail scheme may create another revolution.

Besides the logistic and supply chain management

benefits it provides, blockchain can enable direct

selling as well. Since the provenance, manufacturing,

distribution, and sale are all recorded by the blockchain,

it is possible for the producer and customer of a product

to establish a precise and private retail channel.

– Smart education: Along with the development of IoT,

education is also evolving at a very accelerated rate.

By using smartphones, tablets, and computers, course

schedules, homework assignments, and examination

grading are moving in an efficient and paperless

direction. Furthermore, students’ behavior, learning

habits, and knowledge mastery can be further collected,

tracked, and analyzed by using IoT smart terminal

devices, which enable custom and elaborate smart

education. Adding blockchain into the smart education

scenario is also reasonable, as blockchain can introduce

additional transparency and fairness in education

resource sharing, assignment grading, and course

evaluation. Especially, blockchain can also contribute to

certificate management in the education system.

– Environment monitoring and disaster prevention: There

are several difficulties and drawbacks to deploying

manpower for environment monitoring. First, it is

difficult and expensive to cover a large area. Monitoring

a entire piece of forest with only a few individuals is

not practical and efficient. Second, it is hard for the

individuals to consistently monitor the environment all
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year long. Third, the monitoring of dangerous or tough

environment zones like snowy mountains, volcanoes,

and deserts causes challenges. Thus, it is reasonable to

use IoT to achieve available and consistent monitoring

in such environments. On the other hand, information

integration, analysis of information correlation, and

collection of individual reports are needed in a disaster

prevention paradigm. Blockchain may help in long-

term environmental data management and sharing.

7 Conclusion

The Internet of Things (IoT) and blockchain are two of

the most promising technologies in this decade. The con-

vergence of these two technologies is absolutely neces-

sary and requires our attention and investigation. In this

paper, we illustrated the decentralized, transparent, and

tamper-resistant features of blockchain, which can enhance

data management, service management, device manage-

ment, and security of IoT. We summarized the blockchain

applications used to refine IoT system performance and

security within the agriculture, energy, healthcare, indus-

try, smart city, smart home, and transportation domains.

We then briefly analyzed and discussed the limitations of

using blockchain in an IoT environment. We also presented

the current research trends of and a future roadmap for

blockchain in the IoT applications to provide a baseline

guideline for adoption.
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